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MOUNTAIN FIT FORM

YOUR CONTACT INFO:

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

HEELER CYCLES CONTACT INFO:

Heeler Cycles

Phone: 480.238.2299

Email: heelercycles@gmail.com

STEEL MOUNTAIN FRAME PRICING:

Mountain frames start at $2000. A $500 deposit is required to start your new project 

with Heeler Cycles and hold your place in the customer list. 

After we discuss the design and all the details (frame and components, paint or powder finish) 

the final price of frame/complete bike will be sent to you along with the final design

drawing for approval. Once you approve and sign off, fabrication will begin when your spot 

is reached in the customer list.
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KEY DIMENSIONS:

A: COCKPIT: Tip of saddle to center of handlebar.

B: SADDLE LENGTH: Length of saddle tip to tail.

C: SADDLE HEIGHT: Center of bottom bracket to top of saddle center.        

D: STANDOVER HEIGHT: Floor to the top of the top tube, at the center.

E: STEM LENGTH: 
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A: HEIGHT:_____________________________                                                                   

B: TOTAL BODY LENGTH:________________ 

Standing up straight, measure from floor to base of neck.                                                                      

C: INSEAM:_____________________________ 

With feet shoulder width apart, hold a book between legs as far up as it goes. 

Stand in front of a wall, make a mark using the top of book as guide, 

and take a measurement from the floor.        

D: ARM LENGTH:_______________________ 

While making a “gun” with your thumb and forefinger, measure

from your shoulder to the crotch of your thumb and forefinger.

E: SHOULDER WIDTH:__________________

F: UPPER LEG LENGTH:_________________

G: HEELER HEIGHT: Great info to know, but not necessary to your new bike fit :) 

RIDER MEASUREMENTS:
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